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Moerkapelle, a village in the Green Heart.
Above Rotterdam, near the river Rotte.

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS
Eurolandscape’s involvement in projects around the globe
For almost 30 years
has been gaining extensive knowledge and
experience in all disciplines that are part of international projects. Even though, as landscape
architects, we mainly focus on master planning and landscaping, we have expanded
our comprehension of all other disciplines involved. Furthermore, due to the multicultural
cooperation with other companies, we have a great understanding in anticipating to cultural

differences.

We feel that the public / visitor plays the most important part in the success of our projects.
Their experience, enjoyment, and satisfaction lead to return visits and positive word-of-mouth
advertisement. We believe that every project is a new challenge. Our vision is to personalize each
project so that it meets the needs and wants of both our client and the visitors. We feel that this
personal approach is one of the greatest strengths of Eurolandscape.
With this company profile we want to give you an insight in our activities, as an independent and
multidisciplinary design team, around the globe.

Pieter van Loon, Landscape Architect
President
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PROJECTS BY THEME
Landscaping recreational areas and grounds

Austria, Worgl
France, Brive			
Design Plan
France, Nantes			
Masterplan Chateau d’Olonne
France, PortDienville		
Masterplan
Germany, Berlin Kallinchen		
Parc Kallinchen Gran Dorado
Germany, Berlin Selchow		
Business Park
Germany, Medebach		
Cocopark Gran Dorado
Germany, Stromberg		
Gran Dorado
Netherlands Antilles, Bonaire		
Port Bonaire
Netherlands Antilles, Curaçao
Rif St.Marie
Netherlands Antilles, St.Maarten
Foga Site
Netherlands Antilles, St.Maarten
Hope Estate
Netherlands, Baarn			Treetophotel
Netherlands, Breukelen		
Recreational Area de Mijnden
Netherlands, Dirkshorn		
Development of Wellness Resort
Netherlands, Hellevoetsluis		
Den Bonsen Hoek
Netherlands, Lisse – Keukenhof
New Main Entrance, Parking and Circulation
Netherlands, Middelharnis		
Project Nieuw Zeeland
Netherlands, Scharendijk		
Park de Bout
Netherlands, Spaarndam		
Area Outside Spaarne
Netherlands, Well			
Recreational Houses Leukermeer
Netherlands, Woudsend		
De Rakker Recreation
Suriname, Paramaribo		
Para District Paramaribo
Thailand, Phuket			
Djinnah Santi
Thailand, Phuket			
Villa Santi
USA, Cal Poly			
San Luis Obispo

Living and recreation

China, Chengdu			
China, Dali 			
China, Shanghai			
Germany, Berlin Wasmannsdorf
Italy, Ispra			
Japan, Kawazu			
Netherlands Antilles, Curaçao
Netherlands, Binnenmaas		
Netherlands, Dordrecht		
Netherlands, Hellevoetsluis		
Netherlands, Melisant		
Netherlands, Numansdorp		
Netherlands, Schiphol		
Netherlands, Zevenhuizen		
Spain, Madrid			
Thailand, Phuket			

Cemeteries

Netherlands, ’S-Gravenzande
Netherlands, Haren (Gr.)		
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Thunghu Park
Yunnan BaiYao Shuangxi health Resort
Kang Chiaw
Residential Golf Course
Eco Centre
Kawazu Resort
Habitat Beach Development
Vision on Recreational Area
Golf, Living and Conference
Heliushaven
Recreational Resort, Golf Course and Housing
Golf Course
Golf Course
Resort The Koornmolen
Leisure Center
Villa Salika

Public Cemetery
Cemetery “Scharlakenhof”
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Development of recreational areas
Netherlands, Battenoord		
Netherlands, Den Bommel		
Netherlands, Oostvoorne		
Netherlands, Rockanje		
Netherlands, Rocanje		
Portugal, Lisbon			

Vision on Recreation and Landscaping
Reacreation and Natural Area
Lake Oostvoorne
Eleboration of the Duinboulevard
Rockanje and the Dunes
Shopping Center

Exhibitions and botanical gardens

Malaysia, Lumut			
River Festival
Netherlands, Amsterdam		
Floriade 1982
Netherlands, Rotterdam		
Blijdorp Zoo
Netherlands, Venlo			
Floriade 2012
Norway, BØ			Blomsterpark
Singapore, Singapore		
Marina South
Spain, Malaga			
El Retiro
UK, Glasgow			
Glasgow Green
UK, New Castle, Gateshead		
National Garden Festival
UK, Perth			
Scotland’s Garden
USA, Boston			
Elm Bank
USA, Boston			Flowershows
USA, Ohio, Columbus		
Gardens and Conservatory
USA, Redding			Turtlebay

Playgrounds

Belgium, Ath			Play Dome
Netherlands, Amersfoort		
Dome Shape over Playground
Netherlands, Amersfoort		
Playground De Kas
Netherlands, Callantsoog		
Dome Prima Bella
UK, Falkirk			Callenderpark
UK, Wembley			
Vale Farm

Recreational parks

Netherlands, Alphen		
Netherlands, Koudem		
Netherlands, Loosdrecht		
Netherlands, Rhoon		
Netherlands, Wanrooy		
Netherlands, Zevenhuizen		
Poland, Wilimy			
Poland, Warsaw			

Historical / urban

Chech Republic, Hranice		

Masterplan Avifauna Park
Recreational Park De Kuilart
Recreational and Pleasure Park Mijnden
Sportpark Albranswaard
De Bergen
Recreational Masterplan
Recreation Park
Adventure World Warsaw

Green Spaces in Hranice

Universities

Malaysia, Kedah			
Malaysia Campus
Singapore			5 th Polytechnic Campus
				(Bold is in the booklet)
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HRANICE (Chech Republic)
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Hranice is a small town in the eastern part of
the Czech Republic. The city has a twin town
relationship with Voorburg in the Netherlands. The
municipality of Voorburg has offered assistance
in the redevelopment of some areas of Hranice.
For this purpose, EUROLANDSCAPE was asked,
to offer its expertise and make a proposal for this
beautiful historic town center.
The century old history of Hranice shows very
nice arcades that were formerly used for military
purposes, and which are currently used for shops.
These arcades can be used as an attraction to
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GREEN SPACES IN HRANICE

draw more international tourists.
At the moment, the town square is a large parking
area, we have made suggestions to make it more
attractive. Suggested was that if there were less
parking, and the area was made more accessible
for pedestrians, the area would be more appealing.
Also, the use of historical materials instead of
asphalt could enhance the character of this old
town.
The master plan we have made is to promote the
possibilities and to start the initiative through the
local government to redevelop the square.

Project code: VRB-0361
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CHENGDU (China)
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Pieter van Loon ontwerpt
Stadspark in China
De Nederlandse tuin- en landschapsarchitectuur timmert internationaal aardig aan de weg. Adriaan
Geuze, Niek Roozen, Piet Oudolf en Pieter van Loon zijn maar enkele namen van ontwerpers die hun
‘handtekening’ achterlaten op de buitenlandse openbare ruimten. Pieter Van Loon won onlangs een
prijsvraag voor de inrichting van een nieuw stadspark in de Chinese stad Chengdu.
Chengdu is een stad met tien miljoen
inwoners in het midden-westen van
China. Deze miljoenenstad krijgt er
een nieuwe woonwijk bij zo groot als
Waddinxveen. Circa. 21.000 bewoners
moeten daar hun plek vinden. Naast
de vele woningen en voorzieningen
krijgt de nieuwe wijk ook een stadspark van ongeveer 30 ha groot. Het
bestuur van Chengdu loofde een
betaalde prijsvraag uit voor een ontwerp naar westers voorbeeld. Eurolandscape van Pieter van Loon uit
Moerkapelle kwam met drie andere
ontwerpbureaus uit de voorselectie en
won uiteindelijk de prijsvraag.

Westers recreatief

“De Chinezen kijken steeds meer naar
het Westen, “zegt Van Loon. Dat
betekende voor de opdracht dat we een
recreatief westers park moesten maken
compleet met voorzieningen als een
tennisbaan, voetbalveld, open
luchttheater en een cultuurexpositietuin.
Ook was een meer voor de waterberging
een vereiste. We hebben dan ook
een park gemaakt waarin we
gecultiveerde en natuurlijke delen
combineren.
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Zo zorgen de helofytenfilters voor de
Waterreininging. ” Volgens van Loon
heeft het park een hoog botanisch
gehalte en een grote dendrologische
waarde door de bijzondere bomen die er
worden geplant. Van Loon is vanaf zijn
studie aan de Hogere School voor Tuinen Landschapsinrichting in Boskoop
al op zoek naar mogelijkheden om in
het buitenland te werken. “Je krijgt dan
de kans om met de lokale bevolking
te werken. Op die manier leer je het

meeste van hun cultuur.”
De landschapsarchitect werkt in
teamverband al enige tijd samen met een
stedenbouwkundig bureau in Singapore.
“Met hen heb ik al eerder aan een park
in Singapore gewerkt. Via hen is ook
deze
opdracht bij ons bureau gekomen. Het
bureau is in staat de vertaalslag te
maken tussen de westerse en de oosterse
cultuur en dat heb je nodig wil je in Azië
aan opdrachten werken.

TUNGHU PARK
Chengdu is a city in China with over
10 million inhabitants, situated in
the western province Szichuan.
The city organized a competition to
develop a housing area with 7000
units, and a city park. Together with
our longtime partners from Singapore
(AWP Architects), EUROLANDSCAPE
participated in the competition. As
a team we won the competition and
currently the project is in the on site
development stage.
The project is an interesting cooperation
in which the Chinese client has asked for
our “western techniques” for landscape
and urban planning. In addition, the
introduction of using rainwater and
improving the water quality in the park
is part of the plan.
Our Chinese partners built the models
and illustrations.

Project code: CHD-0972
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DALI TOWN (CHINA)
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Dali is famous for being a tourist area. The Chongsheng Temple was built
three kilometres away from Dali Ancient City. The studysite is located in
between the Chongsheng Temple (north), Cangshan mountain (west),
the village (east) and Tao river (south).
A seven-star health hotel, an experience hall, villa’s and a customer
information centre are inplemented. The relation with the temple, the
height difference (100 meters) on site, and the water streaming down
were used as an inspiration for the design.

Landscape design

The spatial concept is made visible by adding larger trees along the
main roads, and smaller trees along the secondary roads.
The design includes so-called ‘Green Pearls’. These are green areas
with different functions such as play, sport, music, art, and places to sit.
Every Green Pearl has its own identity. It is suggested that the shapes
of the Green Pearls transition from geometric to more organic, from the
man-made temple (north) to the natural river (south).
Project in association with BEARid

References
Landscape

Square

Landscape axis

Sketch

Sketch

Sketch
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Yunnan BaiYao Shuangxi Health Resort
Landscape Axis

Landscape Axis and
‘Green Pearls’

Main infrastructure

‘Green pearls’

Structures

Impressions
Project code: DAL-1474
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SHANGHAI (China)

Kang Chiaw is a new area that will be developed between the city
of Shanghai and Pudong Airport. One of the main characteristics of
this area is that it is manmade. Previously, the area was known to
be a swamp (wetlands). After drainage was applied, the area is now
surrounded by highways that connect the airport to the city. Therefore,
the influence of noise and the usage of water systems are important
elements in the master plan for the town development. The aim of this
new development is to create areas with luxury housing. We have been
asked to design a high quality and luxurious piece of parkland in which
the main goal is to create color by means of a botanical selection of
plants. Elements of the landscaping are water pounds, cascades, and
fountains. The water elements, the use of the edge of the lake, and
the views from each of the houses were also a criterion for the design.
Special aspects were the large houses located on the center of the
island, which could be reached by a new built tunnel to avoid disturbing
the view over the water.
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KANG CHIAW

Project code: SJH-1111
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HEFEI THEME PARK (China)

Feishui Battle
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The Wanda Theme Park is a recently constructed new area of about 40 ha
in city of Hefei in China. The new landscape has different functions and
therefore it is explained at different scale levels of importance in the
whole site. The landscape is very important for the image of the
whole theme park. The landscape needs to create a scale and
Butterfly Dreamland
a nice setting for all the rides and buildings that the park
has to offer. It has to create “spatial” surprises so you
do not oversee the whole site and the landscape
will bring you from one themed area to another
themed area. Furthermore the landscape
should express the beauty of the
individual plantings in the themes.
EUROLANDSCAPE worked
together with JORA VISION
Lost Chaozhou
on this unique project.

Happy Watertown

Opera Garden
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HEFEI THEME PARK
8.00m.
Ornamental grasses

Small wall (shotcrete)
Concrete seating edge

Wisteria sinensis

Tree in shore

3.50m.
Obstacle-free zone
2.00m.
2.00m.

Banister 1.00m.
1.00m.
Sculptured trees in flowering
shrubs and perennials
Concrete retaining
strap 20cm. high

Soil

6.00m.

5.00m.

>1.50m.

5.00m.

Planting area

Footpath

Wooden boundary
90 cm. high

Frame structure

Q-lines Kids boaster

Slop

e 1:3

6.00m.
Aquatic planting

Planting area Wisteria with retaining strap 20cm.
1

Project code: HEF-1507

Possible location
storage materials

2

3m

1

2

3m

1

2

3m
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CORAL ESTATE (Curaçao)
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Initial development variants of the residential area

The new villa with outbuildings and guest accommodations are, after
study, positioned in the field. The height differences between the buildings
and the beach and the relation between them are an important part of
the landscape design. The villa and the guest accomodations will be
surrounded with plenty of green. Both existing and new plants are drought
resistant.
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Character of the seaside location and native greenery examples

PRIVATE RESIDENTIAL ESTATE

Analysis of visibility from various locations on the estate allows to propose development solutions
with optimal look over the sloping garden and sea horizon

Design of specific locations of the estate showing character of the proposal
Project code: CRC-1556

Impression of the ‘lazy stairs’ leading to the residential building via desert garden
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ST. WILLIBRORDUS (Curaçao)
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NATURE RESORT RIF. ST. MARIE
This project site is situated on the island of Curaçao, in the neighborhood of the small village St.
Willebrordus. The master plan for Nature Resort Rif St. Marie was based on the concept of structure
and theme.
Structure: Urban planning and landscape were equally developed, taking into account that the
present vegetation had to be preserved.
Theme: The master plan had to consist of elements that are characteristic for the island. Because of
this, not only a nature theme was developed, but also the themes plantation, country estate, and the
(Caribbean) seashore were created.

Project code: CRC-0322
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HABITAT/ CORAL ESTATE (Curaçao)
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The Habitat resort is part of the Coral Estate in Curaçao. Approximately
15 years after its first development, it is time for a redevelopment
of this well used and beautiful beach area. EUROLANDSCAPE was
asked to make a master plan for the entire resort. Phase one of
this master plan is the redevelopment of the beach. This includes
water decking and placing plants to create areas with shade. This
part of the resort also has a diving school and shop where many
international divers enjoy the underwater world and/or have diving
lessons. The redeveloped beach will have a luxurious character and
will be attractive to both guests of the resort, and visitors of the island.
The former diving school will be reconstructed into a restaurant where
the main element will be outdoor dining on both wooden decks and
the beach. In addition several new buildings will be build.
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BEACH DEVELOPMENT

Sketch

PERGOLA ROOF
PALM ISLANDS

DIVERS SHOP

BAR
BAR
TERRACE

SUN UMBRELLAS

BEACH

TOWER

BAR-DECK

WALL

WOODEN DECK

WOODEN DECK

Design
Project code: CRC-1343
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LES SABLES d’OLONNE (France)
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Leisure in Port Dienville
This project is located in the
southwestern part of France,
between Nantes and the Atlantic
Coast. The area is a semi-rural
area where our client owns an
old farmhouse with farmland. The
project required us to create a plan
to redevelop the farm building for
various intentions. A tennis court
and swimming pool have been
included, furthermore, a nice café
/ restaurant has been incorporated.
In the area itself we have conducted
a parceling for the second homes.
At the bottom of the hill a natural
stream has divided an overall
parcel. By creating several lakes we
made the area more attractive, in
addition, more of the rainwater will
be contained on site. Furthermore,
footpaths have been created that
are linked to the footpaths between
the houses. Due to this, an
interesting network of “nature” trail
is developed. Currently, the area
is nearly finished and most people
are already living in their houses.

In opdracht van:
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LES JARDINS DE VILLENEUVE

Project code: NTS-0544
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BERLIN - WASMANNSDORF (Germany)
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AMLYN & V.E.G. WASMANNSDORF DIEPENSEE

24

This project location is situation near Germany’s capital city, Berlin, in
the area that was formerly called “East-Germany”. After the fall of the
Berlin wall, a lot of initiatives were developed in the new area of eastern Germany. EUROLANDSCAPE participated in one of the studies to
turn agricultural land, including the farm houses, into a housing area
with golf course and residential homes at the golf course. Landscape
studies were done how to integrate and develop this for the future.

SELCHOW AND KALLINCHEN

(Germany)

Kallinchen is an old military base just south east of Berlin, in
the former eastern Germany area. There is a need to develop recreational areas. This area in particular is a very nice
location with a lake, woodlands, sand dunes, and a good
infrastructure. EUROLANDSCAPE was part of the team
that developed the master plan for second houses (Grandorado). The project is still being studied and has not been
realized yet.
AMLYN - BERLIN AMLYN - AMSTERDAM GROOS DE JONG ARCHITECTEN
Project code: BRL-0499
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MEDEBACH (Germany)
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Medebach is one of the “Center Parcs”
(former “Gran Dorado”) holiday parks. In
cooperation with the principle architect
Zeelenberg, EUROLANDSCAPE created the
master plan for this holiday park. The main
criteria for locating the facilities were the
existing vegetation and the contours of the
site. The plan for the park included around
500 second homes and central facilities such
as; swimming pool, major leisure facilities,
restaurants and hotels. By means of planting
various trees a new wooded character has
been establishes, while the different zones
all have their own natural character.
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COCOPARC GRAN DORADO

Project code: MED-0276
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ISPRA (Italy)

28
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ECO-CENTRE ISPRA
The large research center ISPRA, based in Italy, was in need of a new master plan as
many of its buildings were scattered throughout the entire site. In cooperation with BEAR
Architects, we developed a new landscape master plan, which focused on ecological
aspects. In addition we added grid structure where the new developments can take
place in a higher density. Furthermore the existing roads and the main roads were all
improved. Next to the new landscaping, the views in the site were used to create a new
identity that can be experienced by the employees and visitors of ISPRA.

STUDIO ECOPIANO

Project code: ISP-0347
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KAWAZU (Japan)

30
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KAWAZU RESORT

This site is located on the Izu peninsula, 2.5 hours south from Tokio by train. It is a very mountainous
terrain with only a small number of areas that are characterized by flat land. In cooperation with Gillespies
(UK) and our Dutch-Japanese client, including the Hyatt hotel group organization, we created a master
plan for a large recreational project with about 500 units, central facilities, and room for many outdoor
activities. Our client requested an internationally orientated setting. Therefore, the site was zoned for areas
with characteristics of Sweden, the Netherlands, Portugal, and Spain. At the time of the development the
Japanese workforce was still working six days a week but, times were slowly changing into a workweek
of five days, giving the Japanese more free time. This created more demand for, and the possibility of, the
development of such a resort.
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KEDAH (Malaysia)
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The Dutch Hatag Group, consultants with an agricultural background / agricultural industry in
the Netherlands, was invited by the Malaysian Ministry of Agriculture to develop the new State
Agricultural University in the most northern part of Malaysia (close to the Thai border). The site is
hundreds of hectares in dimension and had to host all agricultural activities from dairy, meat, field
crops, fruits, fishery, etc. Now, after some time has lapsed, several small steps have been taken
for the development of this plan.

The Dutch
Hatag Group
PROJECT AREA
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CAMPUS AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY

Project code: KDH-0989
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LUMUT (Malaysia)
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Circulation

Water system
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RIVER FESTIVAL MALAYSIA
Together with other consultants
EUROLANDSCAPE designed the
master plan for the first International
Garden and River Festival in Malaysia.
This exhibition was scheduled to
open in 2005 / 2006 at the riverfront in
West Malaysia near the town Lumut.
The planned “post-festival” use of
the site was to create housing and
other urban developments. We did
a site analysis, and had numerous
meetings with the developer and
his team of marketing consultants,
which resulted in the master plan.
The master plan was the first draft
to promote the event internationally
and contact all potential participants.
However, due to the tsunami, as the
site is a coast location, and later the
impact of the financial crisis the plan
was stopped and unfortunately never
resumed.

Project code: LUM-1135
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AMERSFOORT ZOO (The Netherlands)

36
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THE DOME
A unique “hanging playground” was opened
in the Zoo of Amersfoort in July 1991. The
playground includes; slides, jungle bridges,
and climbing frames, which are all attached
to a wooden dome construction (8 meters
high, cross section of 40 meters). Prior to the
realization of the play dome, an analysis of
the environment (vegetation, soil, etc.) and
visual aspects, regarding the view from and
towards the dome, was made. Thanks to the
open construction of the dome, it was possible
to integrate several existing valuable trees.

Projectcode: AMF-0192
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AMSTERDAM (The Netherlands)
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Every 10 years an international garden festival, called “Floriade”, is organized in the
Netherlands. In 1982 the Regional Park Gaasperplas in Amsterdam hosted this event.
Approximately four years prior to the festival the work on the Floriade started. During
these years the site of 55ha was transformed from polder to an exhibition park. Pieter
van Loon functioned as the substitute of the principal landscape architect furthermore,
he was the coordinator of the landscape design team. Over 3.5 million people visited
the Floriade in 1982.
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GAASPERPLASPARK FLORIADE ‘82
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‘S- GRAVENZANDE (The Netherlands)
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Bezoekers op de gemeentelijke begraafplaats van de Lier
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PUBLIC CEMETERY
In ‘s-Gravenzande a large expansion
of the municipality cemetery took place
in 2001, where the existing cemetery
dated from 1873. Green houses
surround the area, and there are some
areas where one has a beautiful view
towards the dunes along the North
Sea.
The functional and visual relationship
with the old cemetery was the most
important aspect of the new extension.
In the new cemetery grounds, public
footpaths were used.
Within a few years, this cemetery
became one of the top 10 best
cemeteries in the Westland area.
Currently the planting is growing,
which is turning the cemetery into an
impressive, and landscaped park.

Project code: SGZ-0493
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DORDRECHT (The Netherlands)
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RESIDENTIAL GOLF COURSES
One of the residential golf courses
EUROLANDSCAPE has been
involved in is the golf course on
the south side of Dordrecht in the
Netherlands.
The goal for this project was to
create a landscape setting for
the golf course and to develop a
pleasant housing environment (top
segment) for new townhouses and
estates.
EUROLANDSCAPE was involved
in the development of several
concepts. In the end, a 92ha site
was chosen to create a natural
environment. In this concept 18ha
is open to the public, and the
remaining area is used by golf
players and residents.

Project code: DRD-0702
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HAREN (Gr.) (The Netherlands)
One of our specialties is to design new cemeteries
and/or extensions of existing cemeteries. A new
cemetery was developed for the purpose of a
competition organized by the town of Haren (near
Groningen). We decided to create three burial hill
grounds in order to minimize the visual impacts
of the natural environment. The central building
and parking areas are also located on the burial
hills. Due to the different techniques used for this
project, there will not by any influence in the flow
of the groundwater. The spatial concept made it
possible to hide the cemetery in the countryside.
Ecologically controlled maintenance and grazing
have added a new and interesting landscape
area added to the edge of the urban environment.
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CEMETERY “DE SCHARLAKENHOF”

Project code: HRN-0253
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LISSE (The Netherlands)
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Beatrix Paviljoen

Wilhelmina Paviljoen

Willem Alexander Paviljoen

verdeelpunt
verdeelpunt
Oranje Nassau Paviljoen
Juliana Paviljoen

verdeelpunt
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FLORAL EXHIBITION KEUKENHOF
The international and well-known floral
exhibition Keukenhof in Lisse wanted to
adjust the circulation of the exhibition site,
the parking areas and the entrances. After
an analysis of the present problems a plan
was designed to relocate the parking area
and the main entrance. Both changes will
have a positive influence on the circulation
of the site.
Keukenhof receives every year approx.
800.000 visitors in only two month time.
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Project code: LIS-1253
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LOOSDRECHT (The Netherlands)
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Quality road map

Special quality map

Quality green map

Green identification map

Roads inventory map

Water inventory map
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RECREATIONAL PARK MIJNDEN
Recreational and pleasure park Recreatiecentrum Mijnden has asked HOLLANDSCHAP/
EUROLANDSCAPE to make a new masterplan for the potential use of this existing recreational
facility. By re-arranging the site and introducing more water, we now have a more attractive and
natural setting for the visitors and almost-permanent-residents that like to spend their summer in
this attractive area, close to the major waterbodies in the Netherlands.

Project code: BRK-0948
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MIDDELHARNIS (The Netherlands)
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A recreational project with about 200 houses
close to the main waterbodies of the Haringvliet
and the yacht-club is located there. The project
has an unique character just behind the dikes in
the polderland.
Phase 1 has been constructed about 7 years ago
and is now full grown and very much appreciated
by the inhabitants.
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NIEUW ZEELAND

Project code: MIH-0495
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RHOON (The Netherlands)
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SPORTPARK ALBRANDSWAARD
The municipality of Rhoon (near Rotterdam)
had the desire to relocate and expand the sports
fields near a housing area in their village. The
main objective was to integrate the new sports
area within the local environment, making it
part of the preexisting ecological zone.

RHN-0594
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ROCKANJE (The Netherlands)
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DUNE AREA ROCKANJE
In Rockanje, a popular seaside location in the
Netherlands, we were asked to further develop
the plans for a “nature” esplanade and the dune
area.
The report was divided in two sections. The first
section included an analysis concerning the
area, and an outline of the potential concepts
to be developed. The other section of the report
included several models for the design of the
dune area and the center of Rockanje.

sea

Project code: RCK-0494

beach

dune

grassland valley

thicket

forest
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SCHIPHOL (The Netherlands)
About ten years ago, the airport authorities
at Schiphol Airport started to fill an artificial
lake with soil in order to develop a golf
course near the airport. The purpose of
the golf course is to offer an extra service
together with the new “lifestyle-hotel” that
accommodates international travelers and
provides them with business and conference
facilities.
The plan is to build a 200-room hotel with
restaurant and all other facilities, and to
design a golf course with: an 18 hole-course,
a 9 hole-course, a driving range, and other
golf facilities. Together with the golf architect,
EUROLANDSCAPE / HOLLANDSCHAP
has worked on developing the landscape
setting for the entire area. This includes an
ecological zone, which was needed to fit the
landscape area within an ecological corridor.
A long period of time was needed to settle
and stabilize the surface of the soil, after
it filled the artificial lake. Recently, the
authorities have announced to start the
construction of the golf course.
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NOORDRAND ECOZONE GOLFCOURSE

Project code: SPH-0267
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SPAARNDAM (The Netherlands)
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Landscape layout plan
september 2008
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SPAARNEBUITEN
location

Landscape structure Spaarnebuiten

October 2005

“Spaarnebuiten”, as we call it, is situated in the town Spaarndam,
which is part of the municipality of Haarlemmerlieden. The
project site is located on the edge of this small town, an area
formerly known as an industrial complex with shipyards and
several other construction industries.
The current owner has decided to redevelop the site for housing
(approximately 300 houses), partly because of its beautiful
location at the rivers “Spaarne” and “Mooie Nel”, it is possible
to see the town of Haarlem in the distance.
In order to connect the area to the old historic town, the
parceling and landscaping was conducted in a particular
manner, focusing on the historical structure. Consequently a
park has been developed near the Spaarne and the Mooie Nel
rivers. The old harbor (dock yard) has been redeveloped for
recreational purposes surrounding the apartments. The spatial
concept and the detailing, both have the same characteristics
as the old town Spaarndam.

Project code: SPM-1190
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VENLO (The Netherlands)
In 2012, the International Horticultural Exhibition “Floriade” will
take place in Venlo in the Netherlands. The Floriade is a large
garden and landscape show of international standards. The
event not only includes exhibition pavilions, and international
gardens, but also exhibits of the local horticultural and landscape
industries.
HOLLANDSCHAP/EUROLANDSCAPE was asked to design an
eye catching exhibit for leading firms in the nursery, perennial
and bulb industry. We were very excited about the request to
design a 1200m2 exhibit. As a landscape architect, Pieter van
Loon has been involved in quite a few of these international
exhibits throughout the world.
A location next to one of the two cable car stations has been
given to the initiative group (almost in the station). A nice aspect
of this location is that visitors have a bird eye view over the lot
while approaching, or leaving, the station. However, there is
also an opportunity to walk through the exhibit when leaving the
cable car station. The exhibit is designed in a way that makes
it appealing, interesting and educational to walk around. This
unique location is part of the theme in the Floriade 2010 – “Relax
& Heal”.
The target groups for the exhibitors are: the various governments
on municipal and provincial level, large public agencies such as
rail, Rijkswaterstaat, and the Provincial Waterstaat. Last, but not
least, is the group of suppliers to many firms in the landscape
industry.
The theme for our exhibit is “Relax in the City” and it shows
opportunities to enhance public open spaces. A colorful scheme
with a six month flowering period (throughout the duration of the
exhibition) has been planted with bulbs, perennials, shrubs, etc.
The exhibit will also have a tent, wooden decks and terraces,
and a curved wall with information panels. Finally, colorful clay
bricks, in seven colors, complete the garden design.
The exhibition took place in 2012.
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FLORIADE 2012

3D Study

View from Cable Car

Start of Construction - July 2011

Info Wall

“Glaced” Clay Bricks
Project code: VNL-1410

Mozaic Plan

Mozaic under Construction
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BØ (Norway)
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BLOMSTERPARK
This flora park is the first step by nurseries from this area to develop
a floral park near the town of Bo. Not only to promote the horticultural
products, but also has to serve as a tourist attraction and bring people
to the area. A zoning plan and concept sketches were produced to
highlight the potentials of this concept. Up to now, the final steps to
build this park have not been taken yet.

Project code: BLP-0415
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WILIMY (Poland)
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RECREATION PARK

location

Project code: WIL-1305

In the nice rural area in the Mazure in Poland,
we are part of the development team that is
planning a large recreational “second home”
area. Approximately 500 units are planned to
be build, these units surround the center facility
that includes; a swimming pool, restaurants,
shopping, kids play, and outdoor sports.
The existing vegetation, the rural landscape, and
various monumental trees will be part of the new
design and experience of the visitor. Currently,
this project is known to be the first one of its kind.
Construction will begin in 2010.
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WEST OF WARSAW (POLAND)
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Section Main Entry Road

Client: 		
Design Team:
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Theme Park

(model by JoraVision)

Site Plan

Adventure World Warsaw
JoraVision, JoraEntertainment, AGS International, Eurolandscape and many others.

ADVENTURE WORLD WARSAW
Entertainment Village
Main Parking
(Coaches)

Main Parking
(300 Coaches)
Entertainment
Village

Pitch and Putt
Toilet
Taxi stand
Main Parking
(5000 Cars)

Reflecting Lake

Taxi
Ticket booths
Theme Park

Disabled
Parking

Grand Hotel
Arrival

Departure

Disabled
Parking

Entertainment Village

Trolley Rental

Family Beach Hotel

Entertainment Village

Entrance Square

Aqua Dome

Central Square

Entertainment Area

Adventure World Warsaw is planned to be a brand new theme park and resort at half an hour’s drive from Warsaw. The resort includes all kinds of
entertainment facilities such as an Aqua Dome, hotels and pitch & putt. For this project EUROLANDSCAPE designed the outdoor space of the Resort
and Theme park. The work was devided into ‘Hard Landscape’ and ‘Soft Landscape’. Hard landscape includes all pavement, seating edges and street
furniture. Soft landscape includes all trees, shrubs and other planting (native and ornamental).
The main structure of the resort is meant to enhance the experience of the visitors. From the main entry road people already catch a glimpse of the
resort. By following a boulevard they are guided from the main parking to the central square. Here, people can choose to enter the theme park or to go
to other areas of the resort. The structure of the theme park is based on the various ‘lands’ all expressing different themes.
Project code: AWW-1446
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WEST OF WARSAW (POLAND)
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Pavement Detailing

HARD LANDSCAPE
The ‘Hard Landscape’ includes elements such as pavements, seating edges
and streetfurniture. EUROLANDSCAPE materialised all these elements and
indicated all technical details which affect the aesthetics.
The outdoor space of the resort was designed by EUROLANDSCAPE.
For the theme park we worked together with the company that themed all
attractions.
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Materials

ADVENTURE WORLD WARSAW
Species

SOFT LANDSCAPE
EUROLANDSCAPE has been responsable for the greenery
(soft landscape) in both the resort and theme park. We indicated
3 types of greenery with different functions.
1. Native Zone (visual barrier along investment boundary)
2. Structure Planting (visual barrier between guest/non-guest)
3. Ornamental Planting (all planting within the guest area)
For all plantings we indicated the location and species. Within
the theme park the planting is supportive to the different themes.

Project code: AWW-1446
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WARSAW - PŁOCK (Poland)
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WARSAW

AGRICULTURE

NATURE

WATER

EDUCATION
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URBANIZATION

Activities within the Partners for International
Business Program (PIB) resulted in the
development of Vistula River Park concept.
Its effects open possibilities to strengthen
the functional and spatial connections of
river with its surroundings using the potential
of riverbank areas.
Results of works within the program set
the directions of development for various
locations along Vistula river and cover four
development zones linked with a common
strategy to improve the social, spatial and
economic conditions of the riverbank areas.
20 directional projects respond to the

aforementioned development strategy and
span from urban development through
enhancement of natural and cultural heritage
to development of leisure and tourism
activities.
The role of EUROLANDSCAPE was to
provide knowledge and expertise in the
fields of landscape design of urban and
natural environments. We are experienced in
development of leisure and recreation areas
as well as thematic attractions according to
particular location, climate conditions, local
history and culture.

VISTULA RIVER PARK
Leoncin - Eco living, eco learning, eco working

Project code: WRS-1491

Nowy Dwór Mazowiecki - Living and landscape
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WARSAW - PŁOCK (Poland)
Płock - Climate resilient city
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Wildlife River Island

LISBON (Portugal) SHOPPING CENTER Study
In 1997 we studied the possibilities for a large recreational facility with numerous indoor and outdoor facilities. For example, a combination of indoor
skiing and indoor swimming, tennis courts, sports facilities, etc. Unfortunately, the project has never been realized.

Project code: POR-0465
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MOSCOW (Russian Federation)
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Near Moscow EUROLANDSCAPE developed the landscape design for
a residential villa. The landscape design is based on the philosophy that
the client and his guests should have a high quality experience from the
time of arrival and while staying at the site.
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The existing landscape and relief are used to position the villa and the
associated buildings and functions as optimal as possible regarding views,
accessibility and visibility. In the landscape design new atmospheres and
spatial characters are created in addition to the existing landscape. The
various characters of the meadows and riverbank, the forest, the valley,
the park landscape, the various type of gardens and terraces around the
villa provide a highly enjoyable place to stay or take a walk.

PRIVATE RESIDENTIAL ESTATE

source: Willen Associates Architekten

Project code: MSK-1494

source: Willen Associates Architekten
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SINGAPORE (Singapore)
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For the first garden festival ever hosted in Asia, a 58 ha site was used
in 1989. In a short period of time the area was transformed into a
beautiful exhibition park. This impressive park had views on the skyline
of the financial and commercial district of Singapore and the impressive
Benjamin Sheares Bridges of the East Coast Parkway.
After the festival, approximately 25 ha of the original festival site were set
up as a permanent park: “the Marina South Park”.
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MARINA SOUTH PARK

Project code: SIN-1388
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SINGAPORE (Singapore)
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Site forces diagram

This project was a competition between five international
teams. EUROLANDSCAPE participated with AWP (Alfred
Wong Architects Partnership in Singapore) and various
experts in educational programs. The lay-out of the design
had to allow for a large flexibility as the client was not sure
at the moment about the capacity, the number of students,
and courses to be taken. This had a great positive
influence on the shape of the building. Also environmental
aspects (in the tropics) were very important; like the
existing vegetation, sun orientation, rainwater runoff,
etc. The area had to have a very representative image
as the government of Singapore usually holds very high
standards. Unfortunately, our team did not win the first
prize, but it has been a great experience, and a lesson on
how to develop university campus grounds.
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Landscape concept

Integration of concept

Masterplan

Concept “All Servers Address The Strip”

Project code: SIN-0971
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5th REPUBLIC POLYTECHNIC CAMPUS
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MADRID (Spain) LEISURE CENTER Study
In 1997 we studies the possibilities for a
large recreational facility with numerous
indoor and outdoor facilities. For example,
a combination of indoor skiing and indoor
swimming, tennis courts, sports facilities,
etc. Unfortunately, the project has never
been realized.

Project code: MAD-0584
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MALAGA (Spain)
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EL RETIRO
The Park “El Retiro” is a bird park based
on the natural habitats of birds originating
from different parts of the world. Areas like
Indonesia, Africa, Europe, and Australia are
part of the concept.
The old palace in the park is currently used
as a recreational restaurant and the adjacent
old botanical had been renovated. The
extension of the site had been developed
with several large aviaries for the purpose of
educating people on the behavior of various
species of birds. The interesting contours
of the site create (landscape) surprises that
attract visitors.

Project code: MAL-0119
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FOGA (St.Maarten)
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Sint Maarten is one of the French/Dutch islands in the Caribbean. On
the island there is a great need for social housing. In the coming years
approximately 2.500 units need to be developed. EUROLANDSCAPE
examined, and created a master plan for two locations; the Foga site
(300 houses), and the Hope Estate site (200 houses).
Currently, the Foga location is used by different types of factories,
however, the predominant factories are asphalt, and concrete plants.
In addition, there are a quite a few dilapidated sites. At the edge of the
site there are several nice and interesting historical elements, like an
old salt factory. At the same time, the location is quite near the town
center of the capital city Philipsburg. The parceling plans consist of
elements such as a church square, a beautiful view over the water,
a shopping area, a recreation and playground, and an interesting
landscaping structure.
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FOGA SITE

Masterplan - social housing development

Project code: STM-1369
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HOPE ESTATE (St.Maarten)

EUROLANDSCAPE carried out a development study for this old quarry
that has had many years of exploitation, and now stopped its blasting and
excavation of the rocks. Steep cliffs are the remains of these activities. The
mine is opened on one side, and offers nice views to the city. In the tropics
in general, but in this location in particular, the climate is very important as
well as the wind. Therefore, we have tried to orientate the houses in such
a way that they have less sun impact, and more breezes going through the
buildings.
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HOPE ESTATE

In addition the aspects of the dry and wet season had to be considered. It can be very
hot and dry, but there also can be an enormous rainfall. It is important that the site’s
development caters to both extremes. The plan is to develop approximately 200 units;
some multi storey, and some single storey social dwellings. It is an interesting development
process, which we will continue to follow over the years.

Project code: STM-1367
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PARADISTRICT (Suriname)
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PARA-DISTRICT PARAMARIBO
The interesting Para district in Suriname was formerly known as a mining
site. This site was in need of landscaping and environmental control after
the mining activities were stopped. The existing water body and remains
of the tropical forest form the base for the new concept.
The area is redeveloped with the theme nature (eco tourism) and offers
possibilities for one-day activities and long stay activities. A gold course
with some prominent villas will be included. It is an interesting project that
generates new jobs, new goals for tourism, and at same time restores
and redevelops new nature habitats.

Project code: PAR-0421
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PHUKET (Thailand)
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VILLA SANTI, DJINNAH SANTI
Nearby the well-known town of Patong
Phuket, Thailand, EUROLANDSCAPE
was involved in the master planning and
detailed design of a one hundred unit
tropical resort. The project includes:
spa villas, condominiums, studios,
residential permanent housing, and
a small hotel. On the beach side a
restaurant will be constructed.
This “hilly” project site has mostly
been without any vegetation and
new plantings will give it a flourishing
tropical character.

Project code: PKT-0906 / PKT-1131
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PHUKET (Thailand)
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PLANTING LIST
5.1
1.1
Nyctanthes arbortristis		
5.2
1.2
Cassia grandis		
5.3
1.3
Plumeria rubra		
5.4
1.4
Guaiacum officinale		
5.5
1.5
Bauhinia acuminata		
5.6
1.6
Millingtonia hortensis
5.7
1.7
Ixora Javanica		
5.8
1.8
Vitex trifolia		
5.9
1.9
Gardenia augusta
5.10
2.2
Pong Pong		
5.11
2.3
Senna spectabilis		
5.12
2.4
Averrhoa carambola		
6.1
2.5
Tabebuia rosea		
6.2
2.6
Bauhinia purpurea
2.8
Cinnamomum camphora 6.3
6.4
2.9
Cordia sebestena		
6.5
2.10
Millingtonia hortensis		
6.6
2.11
Clerodendrum bungei		
6.7
2.12
Cassia fistula		
6.8
2.13
Acacia auriculiformis		
6.9
3.1
Michelia champaca		
3.2
Dolichandrone spathcea 7.1
7.2
3.3
Lagerstroemia speciosa
7.3
4.1
Lagerstroemia indica		
4.2
Existing!			 7.4
7.5
4.3
Sesbania grandiflora		
7.6
4.4
Ficus celebensis
7.7
4.5
7.8
Clerodendrumpaniculatum
7.9
4.6
Psidium guajava
4.7
Existing			 7.10
7.12
4.8
Nyctanthes arbotristis		
7.13
4.9
Nerium oleander
7.14

Ficus benjamina
Triadica sebifera
Diospyros decandra
Peltophorum pterocarpum
Dolichandrone spathacea
Mihelia champaca
Cinnamomum camphora
Clerodendrumpaniculatum
Clerodendrumpaniculatum
Sesbania grandiflora”Scarlet”		
Cordia sebestena		
Vitex trifolia
Tabebuia pallida		
Averrhoa bilimbi
Clerodendrum bungei		
Erythrina suberosa		
“Sesbania grandiflora “”Scarlet””		
Plumeria (existing)
Plumeria (existing)
Tabebuia argentea
Millingtonia hortensis
Gustavia gracillima
Triadica sebifera
Averrhoa carambola
Existing		
Hibiscus hybrid
Millingtonia hortensis		
Cryptostegia grandiflora
Senna surattensis		
Callistemon viminalis		
Millingtonia hortensis			
Plumerio rubra		
Carica papaya		
Cananga odorata

VILLA SALIKA

Project code: PKT-1167
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T heme P ark, T ema World I stanbul
ISTANBUL (Turkey)
M as terplan L a n d s c a p e
F ebruary 9, 2015
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fence

There are plans for
realization of a new Theme
Park as part of a larger
real estate development in
Istanbul.
Based on the themes
that were created
by JORA VISION,
EUROLANDSCAPE
indicated conceptual
suggestions of the visual
appearance of flowers,
trees and plants, the
shores along the central
water and the ground
levelling.
EUROLANDSCAPE
indicated materials, colours
and patterns for the top
floor of all pathways.
This resulted in a 50%
Schematic Design based
on which local architects
could make a design.
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100 meter

JTW
PROJECT:

Theme Parc, Tema Istanbul

DE MAESSLOOT 2B

SUBJECT:

ITB-1524

2231 PX RIJNSBURG

DRAWING:

JTW_

THE NETHERLANDS

TAB CODE:

o01_01

JORA VISION

TEMA WORLD

source: Jora Vision / Jora Entertainment

Relax and enjoy

Project code: ITB-1524

Challenge yourself

Get carried away
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GATESHEAD (United Kingdom)
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The city Gateshead, in northeast England,
hosted the National Garden Festival in
1990. At this 90ha site, different aspects of
horticulture, landscaping, and recreation
were
integrated.
EUROLANDSCAPE
produced the final master plan for the show,
and the team developed all concepts and
most designs to fit within the festival’s layout.
Several million people have visited the site
up to now.
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NATIONAL GARDEN FESTIVAL

Project code: NGF-0045
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GLASGOW (U.K. SCOTLAND)

Glasgow Green is one of the oldest, and with that, one of the first “peoples”
parks in the world. It has been developed in Glasgow, Scotland. After many
decennia of utilizing the park, it was time to evaluate its use. Also the tree
planting needed some careful thinking as many of the trees were Elm trees
(Ulmus), which were slowly disappearing out of the park. The entrances,
the riverfront, and the potential recreational values had to be upgraded.
In addition, other beautiful elements such as the People’s Palace had to
remain integrated in the park setting. EUROLANDSCAPE was invited by
Gillespies Landscape Architects in Glasgow, to participate in a team with
other consultants. We were asked to contribute to the project with our
Dutch experience in renovating and renewing parks.
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GLASGOW GREEN

in association with
Fitch Benoy, Pieda, L&R Leisure Consultants, Doig & Smith, Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Partners (Scotland)
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PERTH (U.K.)
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SCOTLAND’S GARDEN

In search of the Scottish identity of parks and gardens, DTZ Pieda invited Pieter van Loon
(EUROLANDSCAPE) to participate in the feasibility study for the development of this national garden
project. The surrounding municipalities and the Scottish government want to develop a tourist attraction
for the area, and at the same time highlight the capabilities of the Scottish horticultural and floral
industry. A beautiful site was potentially available, overlooking the valley and the old town of Perth
along the M90 motorway. As a team, we developed the concept plans. Our experience in national
garden festivals (also in Great Britain), and national garden schemes was a valuable contribution to
the development of this project.
Project code: PRT-0777
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BOSTON (USA)
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Golden medal - Massachusetts Horticultural Society:
Awarded to Pieter van Loon 1994 and 2001
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1994-2004 SPRING FLOWER SHOW

In Boston – Massachusetts, the
Massachusetts Horticultural Society yearly
organizes and operates the oldest Spring
Flower Show within the USA.
Ten years in a row EUROLANDSCAPE
designed the master plan for this Flower
Show. The event is a ten-day show that
attracts between 120,000 and 140,000
visitors. After the development of the
master plan, the participants take their
place and the gigantic show is hosted in a
coordinated and organized manner.

Project code: BST-xxxx
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COLUMBUS (USA)
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The Franklin Park in Columbus Ohio, the largest city with the name Columbus is the USA,
hosted the Ameriflora in 1992. This international floral and garden festival was organized
to celebrate the 500-year anniversary of the discovery of America by Columbus. The
exhibition was organized in an already existing city park.
A master plan was created in which an enormous, 9,000 m2, renewed conservatory
was included. The purpose of this conservatory was to create a recreational facility, for
all weather conditions, where educational aspects of the botany were highlighted. At
the same time the conservatory can be used to host numerous other events in order to
generate additional income. The Ameriflora exhibition was designed to have at least 11
different climates varying from cool to hot and tropical. This created a unique atmosphere
in Columbus Ohio.
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FRANKLIN PARK CONSERVATORY

Project code: A92-0177
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ELM BANK (USA)
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MASSACHUSETTS HORTICURAL SOCIETY
In consultation with the Massachusetts
Horticultural
Society,
EUROLANDSCAPE
created a master plan for the botanical garden
of the “MHS”. The old estate was renovated and
different garden zones were created. Each zone
was designed with each own identity to tell the
botanical message to the public. At the same
time the site of Elm Bank is attractive for garden
lovers.

Project code: BST-0300
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REDDING (USA)
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TURTLE BAY
EUROLANDSCAPE was asked to produce
a new master plan, and to review existing
exhibits by a theme park at the shore of the
Sacramental River. After a new pedestrian
bridge was built across the Sacramento
River the project experienced and enormous
growth in visitor numbers. The so-called
“Sundial Bridge” is so attractive that not only
return visits are extremely high, but there are
also visitors from all over the USA to explore
this theme park. The park’s highlights are
the botanical gardens, the arboretum and a
nature museum. Circulation and extending
the exhibits were the main components of
the master plan.

Project code: RED-1212
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SAN LUIS OBISPO - CALIFORNIA (USA)
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At the California Polytechnic State University in San Luis Obispo (California), the
agricultural industry plays an important role on campus. EUROLANDSCAPE
has been asked to re-develop two main areas on campus, namely, the crops
are and the horticultural center. By upgrading the production and display
areas, the school will be ready for the future. In addition the school will be
more appealing to (potential) students and staff. Finally the school will be
able to fully exploit its important role in the Californian agricultural industry.

Performing art Centre
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CAL POLY
Horticultural unit

Project code: SOB-1303

Crop & organic farming
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HOW TO REACH US IN THE NETHERLANDS
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A 12 Den Haag - Utrecht
Exit 9

“Zevenhuizen / Moerkapelle / Wadidinxveen”

A 20 Rotterdam - Utrecht
Exit 17 “Nieuwerkerk a/d IJssel”

A 4 Amsterdam - Den Haag
A12 Den Haag - Utrecht Exit 9

Exit 9

Public transportation
See internet www.9292ov.nl
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CONTACT US AT OFFICE
					
					
ing. P. van Loon
landschapsarchitect BNT
Moerdijkstraat 23
2751 BE Moerkapelle
The Netherlands
tel. 		
e-mail:
web:

+31 79-5931819
mail@eurolandscape.com
www.eurolandscape.com

from Schiphol to Moerkapelle

from Zestienhoven to Moerkapelle

Moerdijkstraat 23
2751 BE Moerkapelle
Nederland
tel. 		
e-mail:
web:

079-5931819
mail@hollandschap.nl
www.hollandschap.nl

Office

Bus 177, Zoetermeer - Gouda
Bus 383, The Hague - Krimpen aan den IJssel

For more comany profiles visit our website under the
heading downloads (www.eurolandscape.com).

MOERKAPELLE
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